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Experience makes one modified. Training makes one qualified. 
But Involvement alone makes everything achieved.

JOB SEEKER OF THE MONTH - OVERSEAS

Commi 1/Swamimathan/Diploma in Hotel Management/talk2kathiravan@gmail.com/+919087993830

Steward/Balaji/B.s.c.Hotel Management/Balaprasanth923@gmail.com/9566522393

Team Leader/Gautam/B.Sc & BHM FROMIHM KOLKATA/kamalkantgautam94@gmail.com/9539182654

Commi 1/Shukla/Post Graduate in Hospitality Opera�ons/ajayshukla.shukla71@gmail.com/9198683123

HR/Malairaj/MBA, Corporate Secretaryship/mthangaraj37@gmail.com/9443775751

Commi 2/rathakrishnan/DHM and Catering BarmanTechnology/rsuthan123@gmail.com/9698237370

Kitchen Stewarding/SYED/SSLC FAIL/khajasyed810@gmail.com/9160324809

Steward/Karthikeyan.M/D HOTEL MANAGAMENT/KARTHIKEYAN12888@GMAIL.COM/8870678448

Barman, Assist Bartender/Kumar/Bsc Hotel Management/sakthishdx@gmai.com/9789661132

CDP/Vembu/DCHM/velan085@gmail.com/9787447794

Commis/Kumar/Bsc. Hotel Management/sarna94bsc@gmail.com/9940762002

Steward/Subramanian/Diploma in Hotel Mgmt/ngmsumesh@gmail.com/7200586555

Networking/Syed/B.sc Computer Science/kammu.syed@gmail.com/7893016232

Bar Waiter/K.Ramesh/Diploma/rameshk10694@gmail.com/9746443804

Commi I II III /Jally/B.com/naresh_audit@yahoo.com/9505627648

Captain/Waiter/Kunnath/Primary/kunnath.hari@hotmail.com/+8341063247

Room Service Steward/Subramanian/DHM & Catering Technology/ngmsumesh@gmail.com/7200586555

Front Office Execu�ve/Back/SHAIKH/HSSC/imranshaikh270186@gmail.com/7358560219

Fire Technician/Loganathan/Diploma in Fire and Safety Engg/dayanithi24@yahoo.com/91-9789858114

Front Office/Moorthy/M.phil English/markandeswaran.m@gmail.com/+919994871255

HR/Opera�on Execu�ve/Guest R/Sankar/MBA (HR & Marke�ng)/asmanoj7@gmail.com/+91 9994614440

Captain/Kumar/B.A., (English )/nssviji@gmail.com/9003322899

Steward/Ramalingam/B.Sc Catering and Hotel Administra�on/VENDHANK40@GMAIL.COM/8220532351

Administra�on/Thoondiaiya/B.Sc HM & MBA/kamarajjj@gmail.com/9578576986

Sous Chef/Ramesh/Dipoma in Catering/rameshramaswamy767@gmail.com/7810955513

Catering Supervisor/Mosses Joseph/Degree/aya�job@gmail.com/91-7397017204

Steward/Subramanian/Diploma Hotel Management/ngmsumesh@gmail.com/7200586555

Cook/Durairaj/Diploma in Catering & Hotel Administra�on/kesavantnj@gmail.com/00917373656226

Housekeeping Supervisor/Janaris Fernando/B.sc (HCM)/stallofdo@hotmail.com/7411411285

Manager/Varma/M.B.A. in Hospitality and Tourism/thetender89@gmail.com/+917737847936

Manager/Kumar/MBA/vmvigneshkumar1989@gmail.com/9790041518

Steward/Kariyil/B.H.M (Bachelor of Hotel Management)/PRAJITH.KARIYIL@GMAIL.COM/+91 9633290848

Front Office/Customer Care Ass/Ahamed Ziaudeen/B.SC/mahasooqfarhan@gmail.com/9962867600

Sous Chef/Sakhar/Diploma in one year Hotel Management/rithish955@gmail. com/+9199962630226

Commie 1/Jaya Shankar/Diploma in Hotel Management/jppandurangan.gmail.com/09047487643

Front Desk/Kannan/MCA/kannansures@gmail.com/9994024247

Front Office and F&B/Praveen/BSS Hotel Management/spraveen466@gmail.com/+91 8608411297
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BANFF NATIONAL PARK

LA SAGRADA FAMILIA

be missed.

When in Barcelona, make sure to stop
by La Sagrada Familia, a Roman Catholic
church designed by Catalan Spanish
architect Antoni Gaudi. While seeing
the structure from the outside is 
rewarding enough for many, the few
euros required to enter are well worth
it. A�rac�ng more than three million
people per year, the conglomera�on
of tall towers has been under construc�on
since it was erected over 100 years ago.
It's a work in progress - each year leaves 
it with stronger restora�ons - but it's 
s�ll a spectacular a�rac�on that cannot

The oldest and most majes�c na�onal
park in Canada, Banff Na�onal Park
a�racts over four million visitors a year.
That's quite a lot, but it's open year-round
and hosts a variety of a�rac�ons, from
its glacier run-off and cave system to its 
amazing wildlife. But you don't have to
have a high-intensity trip to enjoy the
park. There are plenty of restaurants, 
interna�onal retail spots, and other 
cultural a�rac�ons that also appeal to
travellers - not to men�on, the photo 
ops are endless.
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Patient: Someone decided to graffiti my house last night!
Doctor: So why are you telling me?
Patient:  I can’t understand the writing. was it you?

5

Green tips for children
1. Do not waste paper - We cut trees to make paper. Saving paper saves trees.
2. Walk, cycle or take the bus to school. It saves fuel and reduces pollution.
3. Turn off the water while taking bath and brushing teeth. It saves water.
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Patient: Doctor, I’ve swallowed a spoon.
Doctor: Sit down and don’t stir

ACROSS
1. I'm a whiskey based cocktail, born in a Club in New York in the early 1870s 
    (9 letters)
3. E.B White, an American writer called me as "the elixir of quietude"(7 letters)
5. I'm the most famous beer based cocktail (6 letters)
6. I'm a whisky based cocktail named after the Scottish folk hero (6 letters)
7. I am made up of rum, apple brandy and sweet vermouth (6 letters)
8. White Creme de Cacao, Green Creme de Menthe, Cream and Brandy is what
    I am made up of. There is even a game with my name. (7 letters)
9. I am a sparkling wine based cocktail from Venice, Italy (7 letters)
10. I'm made up of 3 parts of Sake and 1 part of Egg nog (8 letters)
11. I'm a Tequila based cocktail with triple sec, lemon juice and grenadine syrup
     (6 letters)

DOWN
1. I hail from Mexico, a tequila based cocktail, served with a salted rim
    (9 letters)
2. I was originally known as the "Milano-Torino" cocktail (9 letters)
4. A pre-dinner gin-bitter based cocktail intended to stimulate the 
    appetite (7 letters)
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Make ginger garlic paste in bulk and put it in the fridge. Similarly, 
make green chilly paste and keep in the fridge. This saves a lot of
cooking time.

 Have lots of peeled garlic in an air tight box in the refrigerator.
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pragathi...

Eco friendly ways to beat the summer
1. Drink plenty of water. Avoid bottled water as they add on to waste
    and deplete natural resources
2. Avoid caffeinated drinks. Drink natural coolants like butter milk.
3. Wear light-colored clothes, preferably cotton clothes.

Patient: Doctor, I get heartburn every time I eat
               birthday cake.
Doctor: Next time, take off the candles. The price of greatness is reponsibility

Glory is eeting, but obscurity is forever.

Only two things are innite, the universe, and human
stupidily, and I’m not sure about the former.

The artist is nothing without the gift, but the gift is
nothing without work.

Make in the world is more dangerous than sincere.

Nothing in the world is more dangerous than sincere
ignorance and conscientious stupidity.

Try to learn something about everything and everything
about something.

Whenever I climb, Iam followed by a dog called ‘Ego’

Never interrupt your enemy when his is making a mistake.
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Soul of a Lion is DAOU Family Estate's crown jewel, 
named after the father of co-proprieters Georges and 
Daniel Daou. The 2017 vintage displays richness, 
elegance and balance—the hallmarks of a superb 
growing season that allowed for extended ripening. A 
deep, complex bouquet reveals notes of cassis, black 
currant, licorice, incense, ripe plum and vanilla. The 
palate is full-bodied, layered and complex, while 
smooth, silky tannins lead to a persistent finish. It is 
impossible to drink this wine without respecting the 
great structure that will allow it to evolve nicely for 
years to come. In short, this is a blockbuster vintage 
that showcases the innate power of DAOU Mountain.

Tsoul of a Lion
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  White rum:30ml
  Apple liqueur:30ml
  Fraise de bois :5ml(strawberry liqueur)
  Mint leaves:8 no’s
  Lime wedges:4 no’s 
  Lime juice:15ml
  Gomme syrup:15ml
  Method: build/muddle
  Garnish:apple fan

1.Take the sling glass put the mint leaves and lime wedges. Then muddle the 
    ingredients lightly then pour the sweet and sour mix
2. fill the glass with crushed ice pour liquor and liqueur & stir gently. Garnish with 
    apple fan 

Ingredients

Your Cocktail recipe along with pictures can be 
placed in Hoteliers Talk Bartender
mail to : ediamal@yahoo.com

HOTELIERS TALK BARTENDER

PREPARATION

Bartender : P.VIJAY 

kriptonian 
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JOB SEEKERS OF THE MONTH  - HOUSEKEEPING

Housekeeping/g.bala kumar/diploma/balakumarrki@gmail.com/8870048202/Goa

House man/p.santhosh kumar/diplamo/jillasanthosh7474@gmail.com/9092995566/Goa

Housekeeper/vanangamudi/+2/akvanangamudim@gmail.com/8939146624/Goa

HK Team member/Ayan Karmakar/B.Sc /ayankarmakar57@gmail.com/9874626029/Goa

HK Sr.supervisor/hymath pasha/B.HM/DHM/hymathpasha2@gmail.com/9154312505/Goa

HK Team leader/swapan das/12 th pass/dswapan92360@gmail.com/09732711933/Goa

HK Supervisior/ponnarasan.j/diploma in HM/ponnarasan591@gmail.com/9176139214/Goa

HK assistant/Sourav Chakraborty/Graduate/mrsouravvocal26@gmail.com/919830759261/Goa

HK supervisor/Mohammed.Mazahar/+2,DHM/majju_abbu@yahoo.com/+918297824700/Goa

HK Supervisor/EBIN ANTONY/B.Sc/antonyebin007@gmail.com/953968921/Goa

Housekeeper/gvn malleswara rao/hotel Management/gvnmalli@gmail.com/9951345589/Goa

HK supervisor/j.kalyankumar/B.sc HM/kumarkalyan2@gmail.com/+919849967139/Banglore

Housekeeping attendant/Sarguru Selvaraj/B.Sc/sargurudl@gmail.com/7639376020/Banglore

Housekeeping/Santanu Debnath/B.sc /santanudebnath632@gmail.com/9679382352/Banglore

HK Sr.associate/Sunita Das/B. A/dsunita821@gmail./9775646740/Banglore

Hk supervisor/Midhun/Bsc HM/midhunchodary9@gmail.com/9849270337/Banglore

House Man/chandrusekar m/diplom HM/sekar12@gamil.com/7708446166/908790724/Banglore

Housekeeper/Jacob Solomon A/diploma/jacobsolomon.dhm@gmail.com/9786602360/Banglore

INGREDIENTS

Chef 
Salla Vijay Kumar 

Method of Prepara�on

INGREDIENTS

Method of Prepara�on

   

Chef J.Prabhu
Assistant Professor of  Food Production
Kalasalingam University
Srivilliputhur.

Ellu Milagu Kozhi Roast: Burnt Spaghetti with vegetables

1. 200g Spaghe� 
2. 8 Cloves Garlic, Thinly Sliced
3. I No Onion Medium Thinly sliced
4. 250g assorted vegetables, sliced
5. 6 Sprigs Thyme/ parsley 
     basil (to taste) 
6. Salt And crushed Black Pepper
    to taste
7. 2 Tablespoons Lemon Juice
    tomato puree (to suit taste)
8. Wee bit of bu�er/oil

Cook the pasta in a saucepan with a little salt. Drain and then the 
spaghetti can be tossed in butter and herbs to give the burnt flavour
Take a pan and add butter, garlic, onions and vegetables like carrot, 
French beans, capsicum, cabbage and stir fry. 
Add the tomato puree (optional) herbs and adjust seasoning and cook
until tender.  Add the lemon juice (optional)
Divide the pasta into batches and toss in the mixture
With or without tomato puree it is enjoyable

Country Chicken(whole)-1no
Ginger -25g
Garlic -25g
Till seeds-50g
Pepper corn-25g
Turmeric powder-10g
Poppy seeds-10g
Fennel seeds-25g
Black cumin seeds-20g
Gingelly oil-150ml
Green chilli-50g
Lemon -1 no
Salt - to taste

1.Marinate chicken with gg paste, green chilli paste, Lemon,salt.
2.Make a paste of till seeds with pepper corn,cumin,fennel,turmeric
   and Poppy seeds.
3.Apply this paste with the marinated chicken.
4.Pour gingelly oil on the chicken.apply well.
5.Soak the chicken with this masala for 3 hours.
6.Place the chicken in the oven, and roast it for 45 minutes at 200c.
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Tongue Twisters

1. BIRD  2. DOG  3. DONKEY  4. GIRAFFE  5. ALLIGATOR  6. CAT
7. HORSE  8. LION  9. MONKEY
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JOB SEEKERS OF THE MONTH  - HOUSEKEEPING
HK supervisor/arya rajendren/degree/aryarajendren.p@gmail.com/9656140767Banglore

Housekeeper/chandrusekar/d h m c t/rekhasekar31@gamil.com/7708446166/Banglore

HK Supervisor/Sathis Subramanian/ B.Sc/sathis2385@yahoo.co.in/+91 9791288725/Banglore

HK Supervisor/Arindam Banerjee/Graduate/Mr.arindam3@gmail.com/9710583403/Banglore

HK supervisor/Sunita Singh/Diploma/sunitasingh18801@gmail.com/8715908737/Banglore

HK executive/sunder/B.sc Hospitality /sunderooty@yahoomail.com/9994940728/Banglore

HK room boy/Firdous Ganie/9th pass/rajafirdous90@gmail. com/7090167428/Banglore

HK superviser/pooran singh/bsc in HM/sonuhi1990@gmail.com/9003016503/Banglore

Exe housekeeper/Leena /BHM/leena_mandal@yahoo.com/9741621017,748321558/Banglore

Housekeeper/charlescruz/HM/charlescruz002@gmail.com/09597418789/Banglore

HK supervisor/SOMARAJU/BHM/somsidduraja@gmail.com/8790711163/Hyderabad

HK superviser/Swapan das/advance diploma/das97091@gmail.com/7676712023/Hyderabad

HK Manager/raghuveer chintabhatla/B.Sc/raghuhkr2012@gmail.com/7337531609/Hyderabadi

Lock down MAY
END or MAY NOT
END by MAY END
as it MAY
EXTEND, but MAY
will END by MAY
END as it MAY
NOT wait for
Lock down to
END...
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06.05.2020
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